MINI

RACERMINI
A luminaire designed for
lighting streets, bridges,
pathways and parking facilities.

A dual chamber die-cast aluminum housing. This product’s excellent thermal parameters have
been achieved thanks to its massive housing and the physical separation of the optical chamber
from the chamber with the electrical equipment. The streamlined shape prevents leaves from
collecting on top of the luminaire. Tool-free access to the chamber with the electrical equipment. Lighting control installed on a tilted plastic panel, suitable for tool-free replacement.
Thanks to the use of a universal mounting bracket, the luminaire can be installed directly on a
pole or on an extension arm with a diameter of ø 48-60 mm. When installed on an extension arm,
the luminaire can be tilted within a range between +15°/-15°. The optical system consists of lens
panels that emit a uniform photometry. In the event of a failure of a single or several LEDs, the
luminaire’s photometry does not change, only the luminous flux is decreased. 4 light distribution variants: classic, with a wide range of applications; wide-beam, for applications with large
distances between luminaires; 2 asymmetrical variants for lighting pedestrian crossings. The
luminaire’s construction limits the emission of light onto the upper half-space, eliminating light
pollution in the night sky. The special breather drains condensed water vapour and regulates
the pressure in the luminaire. IK08 impact resistance for the entire luminaire, IK09 for the glass.
Easy connection using a terminal block. The power is disconnected from the luminaire when
the chamber with the electrical equipment is opened. 6 kV to 10 kV overvoltage protection.
A steel wire protects the panel with the electrical equipment. The chamber with the optics can
be disconnected from the chamber with the electrical equipment for maintenance purposes.
The surface of the side of the luminaire is smaller than 0.049 m² and limits wind pressure power.
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Tool-free access to the geartray, tool-free replacement of the lighting control is possible using a removable plastic mounting panel
(a “basket”)
Dual chamber construction - the optics are separated from the
geartray
Adjustable luminaire tilt angle from -15° to +15°
4DIM lighting control available (MainsDIM, AstroDIM, StepDIM, DALI)
CLO operation possible - smooth energy consumption adjustment
in order to maintain a constant light output
A high LED module lifetime of more than 100,000 hours for L90B50
No light pollution effect
A breather that regulates the pressure in the luminaire
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RACERMINI

the optical chamber can be disassembled
die-cast aluminium housing

a light engine and optics
tool-free replacement of the power supply system

IK09 tempered glass
tool-free access to the electrical equipment chamber

a universal bracket for mounting on poles (adjustable within +15°)
and extension arms (adjustable within +/-15°); mounting diameter ø48-60 mm
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Mounting type

pole-top mounted

Power supply

20-143 W

Mounting location

pole, extension arm

Lighting control

ON/OFF, VMC, RFS, 4DIM

Luminous flux

2600 lm - 17000 lm

IP code

IP66

Luminous efficacy

130 lm/W

IK code

IK08

Correlated colour temperature

3000 K, 4000 K, 5700 K

IEC protection class

II

Color rendering index (CRI)

CRI>70

Lens material

PMMA

L70B50 > 100,000 h

Housing material

die-cast aluminium, steel sheet

L80B50 > 100,000 h

Lens construction

panel lens

Median useful life

L90B50 > 100,000 h
Corrosivity class

C3, C4

Photobiological risk group
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Luminous intensity distribution

direct

height: 107 mm
Dimensions
Weight

ES-SYSTEM 5148200N RACER MINI 826 LED 757 6700lm 55W IP66 RAL7042 DRV /

105°

90°

75°

105°

90°

90°

75°

75°

60°

60°

60°

street-type - for pedestrian crossings

Certificates

declaration of conformity, ENEC

Voltage

230 V AC

105°

105°

90°

90°

90°

75°

75°

75°

60°

60°

45°

45°

60°

300

450

400

45°

800

45°

45°

45°
600

600

geometry

105°

600

300

13-14 kg
0.049

Krzywa rozsyłu światła (biegunowo)

Oprawa: ES-SYSTEM 5192200N RACER MINI 826 LED 740 6800lm 56W IP66 RAL7042 DRV
Lampy: 1 x LED

400

200

length: 826 mm
SCx coefficient

ES-SYSTEM 5192200N RACER MINI 826 LED 740 6800lm 56W IP66 RAL7042 DRV /

Krzywa rozsyłu światła (biegunowo)

Oprawa: ES-SYSTEM 5142100N RACER MINI 826 LED 740 4000lm 36W IP66 RAL7042 DRV
Lampy: 1 x LED

105°

500

narrow street-type, wide street-type,

Edytor
Telefon
faks
e-Mail

ES-SYSTEM 5142100N RACER MINI 826 LED 740 4000lm 36W IP66 RAL7042 DRV /

Krzywa rozsyłu światła (biegunowo)

width: 345 mm

Luminous intensity distribution

04.10.2018

05.10.2018

Edytor
Telefon
faks
e-Mail

Oprawa: ES-SYSTEM 5148200N RACER MINI 826 LED 757 6700lm 55W IP66 RAL7042 DRV
Lampy: 1 x LED

30°

15°

cd/klm

C0 - C180

DIALux 4.10 by DIAL GmbH
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Projekt 3

Projekt 1

Edytor
Telefon
faks
e-Mail

C90 - C270

0°

1000

750

1200

15°

30°

30°

15°

cd/klm

 100%

C0 - C180

Strona 1

DIALux 4.10 by DIAL GmbH

C90 - C270

0°

15°

30°

30°

 100%

15°

cd/klm

C0 - C180

Strona 1

DIALux 4.10 by DIAL GmbH

C90 - C270

0°

15°

30°

 100%

Strona 1
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LIGHT MANAGEMENT EXAMPLE
The ZLIGHT BASIC system

Thanks to the ZLIGHT BASIC lighting control system, the operation of street and outdoor lighting can be configured in a simple
and convenient way. The lighting is adapted to the ongoing needs
of the project and the application. ZLIGHT BASIC is perfect for
spaces like streets, parking lots and parks, where the intensity of
their use is predictable and repeatable. Installations like that are
used at night with varying intensity, so the use of luminaires with

Lighting control via text

a programmed power reduction scenario and the ATLAS ROAD
controller will bring results in the form of flexible outdoor lighting and greater savings. The use of the ATLAS ROAD driver will
make it possible to change the power reduction scenario when
necessary.

This option ensures flexibility during operation and while introducing modifications. The user chooses between 7 built-in
lighting control programs. In the content of the text message, he
or she chooses the number of the controller that should be programmed, as well as the desired program – the lighting control
scenario. The message is forwarded to the virtual number of the

service on the SLS platform. The ATLAS ROAD controller that is
connected to the SLS service reads the command and sends the
signal to the electronics located in the luminaires. The lighting
control program may be changed once a day.

ATLAS ROAD
– sector controller
The controller makes it possible to connect the lighting installation to
a surveillance system by using Smart Lighting Services (SLS)
It’s equipped with a SIM card valid for 5 years from the registration
date
It’s equipped with a built-in GSM modem (2G, 3G and 4G)
It sends commands to the luminaires using a contactor that transmits
a sequence of signals
It sends its GPS location to SLS using an external antenna (included)
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RACER M

www.essystem.pl
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